This leaflet contains advice concerning public transport and location of your main destination points
during the General Assembly meeting in IMWM-NRI, Krakow, Poland.
1. Getting from Krakow Balice Airport to the center of Krakow (where your hotel is located), you can
have a few options
a) TAXI (right outside the Arrivals) costs up to 20 EUR (during the working day, but at in night or on
weekends the fare is higher).
b) TRAIN from the airport to Krakow Glowny train station, close to the old town. Cost – 9 PLN/person,
luggage free of charge. It takes about 20 minutes, as it stops at intermediary stations
c) BUS 292 (outside Arrivals) is the slowest (about 45 minutes to the bus station) but is the cheapest.
You buy the ticket( from the ticket machine at the bus stop) and then make sure you stamp it on the
bus ticket . Be sure to buy the ticket called “aglomeracyjny”.
Getting around Krakow is easy as the bus and tram network are both good. Tickets cost 3.80 PLN per
journey or 5.00 PLN if you have to travel outside the city centre.
2. Getting from from the center to the IMWM-NRI (Piotra Borowego street, 14). There are currently
some road works and so there is no direct connection. You may go to Cracovia bus stop, continue 5
stops with any bus and get off at Strzelnica. The appropriate map is below.

The recommended web pages are https://jakdojade.pl/krakow/ (then you choose start and
destination points) or rozklady.mpk.krakow.pl (you choose English version at the upper right corner
and then select the bus/tram line and particular stop to get the full schedule).
The whole journey from the old town to the Institute should not take more than 50 minutes, if you are
lucky you will reach it within 30 minutes. The walk from the centre to IMWM is roughly 4 km, along
Piłsudskiego, Focha, Krolowej Jadwigi and Piotra Borowego street. Remember to punch your ticket on
the bus or tram as without punching (in the slots of brown boxes inside every bus or tram) it remains
invalid.
3. When you arrive at IMWM-NRI from the direction of Strzelnica bus stop you need to go through the

gate (in case it is closed, you ring the bell near the small gate to the right of street), keeping right go
straight between two grey, block buildings – A and B. You omit two big antennas on their right side,
and after a left turn by about 70 degrees and several stairs upwards you enter the A building (right
under the airy passage between buildings) for registration.
Meetings, however, will be held in the B building (to the left of direction of your approach, also below
the passage, vis-a-vis building A) on the 2nd floor, in “Sala seminaryjna im. Henryka Słoty” (big seminar
room). You can either exit A and go straight to B and then take the stairs up to the 2nd floor, or take
stairs at A and take the direct passage to B on the level of 2nd floor, above the gates to A and B from
outside.

We are looking forward to meeting you soon! In case of any problems please call Bogdan Bochenek,
(+48) 503199086, or write e-mail to: bogdan.bochenek@imgw.pl .
See you in Krakow!
Local Organizing Committee

